IT has been ascertained that the anterior-pituitary hormone or antuitrin S appears in the maternal and fietal circulations in the early stages; its production rises rapidly in the first month and then decreases equally fast. The cestrogenic hormone increases steadily and reaches its maximum just between the ninth and tenth lunar months. The corpus luteum hormone (progestin) commences about the second month and then drops sharply at delivery, after which the lactogenic hormone becomes active.
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Before the distinction of these various fractions, the actual results of the Aschheim-
Zondek pregnancy test were firmly established. As modified by Friedmann, the pregnancy test consists in injecting 25 c.c. of urine into the veins of a female rabbit; if the cestrogenic pregnancy hormones are present in sufficient quantity, ovulation will appear within forty-eight hours and can be observed on killing the rabbit.
Another biological pregnancy test, originally suggested by Hogben (1930) , consists in injecting the urine to be examined into a female African clawied toad, Xenopus levis; if positive, eggs will appear within twelve hours. There are other variations of such tests, which determine the action of hormones of the cestrogen group on animals; but such hormones also exhibit remarkable properties in relation to plants. Thus Kogl (1934) and his collaborators isolated from urine indole-acetic acids and auximones or phyto-hormones, and identified their plant-growth-promoting properties. Such substances are being commerciallmarketed and extensively applied in horticulture. CF,strogenic hormones contained in the urine during pregnancy can incite ovulation in animals and hasten various germination processes in seeds, cuttings, and plants. These reactions can be employed to test and determine the activity of hormones and substances with hormonic properties.
TESTS DESCRIBED IN EGYPTIAN PAPYRI
As long ago as some four millenniums before our time the Egyptians were concerned with the problem of ascertaining whether conception had taken place, both in women and in female domesticated animals. Clinical signs were noted to that end. Thus the Kahun Medical Papyrus contains seventeen fragmentary passages relating to pregnancy and its signs, in which the expression occurs, " if thou seest her face green " and another in which moisture of the flesh is mentioned. The passages are obscure but the tinge may refer to cloasma uterinum.
It is usually difficult to obtain from Egyptian papyri even an approximate notion of the medical matters involved, not only because of great differences in language, but also because of the altered conceptions of physiology and pathology, and since clinical or bedside medicine was interwoven with magical practices. Though what can be called medical first-aid (as being too rudimentary to be called surgery ") did employ appropriate remedies for wounds, fractures, &c.
SEPT. HIST. OF AIED. 1 With reference to these textual difficulties two amusing instances can be mentioned.
Chabas (1862) in relation to one of the tests wrote: " Le latin ne braverait pas assez l'honnetet6 pour rendre ce que je comprends dans la premiere phrase de ce nouveau moyen." Subsequent translators have, however, understood that it was directed that the woman should be placed in a doorway, presumably so that her eyes could be examined in a good light, since, if one was like the skin of a negro and the other like the skirt of an Asian (Amou), it was held conception had not taken place. Next Brugsch (1863) refrained from giving the translation of a papyrus text, also relative to a pregnancy test, " avec des details bien obscenes ". Later, Le Page Renouf (1873) examined these hieroglyphs and decided that they could be interpreted so as not to offend the most sensitive minds. This is the passage in question: " Grasp her fingers in thy hand and grip her arm [the following words are illegible, because the papyrus was damaged].. .. If the veins within her arm beat against thy hand, thou shalt say:
She is pregnant."
The Berlin Medical Papyrus also contains pregnancy tests, and one has been translated as follows:
Another test: let her go to bed after thou hast anointed her nipples, arms, and shoulders with fresh grease. In the morning thou shalt examine her. If thou findest her flesh light green, without being moist-she will bear normally. If thou findest it moist like the skin of her flesh it is uncertain. But if thou findest it dark green when thou examinest her-she will bear with difficulty. (Verso I, 7-8.) With this test it was apparently intended to obtain prognostic knowledge in relation to the eventual course of labour by the examination of the pigmentation of the nipples and folds of skin, signs which still have a diagnostic value. It may be mentioned that pregnancy pigmentation is indirectly influenced by hormones from the posterior pituitary, which can be tested on the frog Rana pipiens.
A different test is also suggested in the same papyrus: " To know a woman who will bear from a woman who will not bear. Water melon, pounded and bottled with the milk of a woman who has borne a male child: make it into a dose. To be swallowed by the woman. If she vomits, she will bear; if she has eructations, she will never bear." (Verso I, (3) (4) Here again it is not easy to correlate the test with any known sign, except that it seems to be connectedwith the provocation of morning sickness.
Several other formulae could be quoted, but these should be sufficient. It is quite easy to cast aside such prescriptions as superstitious outcomes of ignorance and credulity and to trace their survival through later ages. But a few years ago all of us would have agreed with Warren R. Dawson when he wrote (1929): " I have given all these ridiculous and unsavouty experiments at length, because they afford a very good instance of the persistence in popular medicine of ancient magical beliefs. Their age exceeds three thousand years from the time of the Berlin papyrus. and the fragments in the Kahun Papyrus take.them back another millennium."
Among several other tests, the following was brought to my notice in the Berlin papyrus:
" Another test for a woman who will bear or a woman that will not bear. Wheat and spelt; let the woman water them daily with her urine, like dates and like Sh'at seeds in two bags. If they both grow she will'bear: if the wheat grows it will be a boy; if the spelt grows, it will be a girl. If neither grow, she will not bear." (Verse 2, 1-2.) Another papyrus, this time in theDemotic script, has been translated by F. LI. Griffith and Herbert Thompson (1904) . This has been found to contain mostly spells, 1528 62 63 Section of History of Mledicine 1529 incantations, methods of divination, witchcraft; but on p. 177 the following test is noteworthy:
"The way to know whether a woman is pregnant: you make the woman pass her water on this herb [Great Nile plant] as above again in the evening; when the morning comes if you find the plant scorched (parched ?) she will not conceive if you find it flourishing she will conceive."
These two tests stand apart from all the others, because they are obviously similar and the Demotic version must have been a modification of the Berlin original, but not an improvement. Pregnancy urine by acting on seeds would further germination in the course-of days: its effect on leaves would not be evident in a night. Admittedly I am dealing " scholastically" with the matter, not having performed comparative experiments, but sufficient is now known of the action of sexual hormones to decide with approximate confidence. These few tests have been selected among several dozens of others which deal with enchantments and spells, love philtres and potions, incantations for finding lost things, &c., e.g. a spell for making a man mad: "Take one of his hairs, tie it together with the hair of a man who is dead and fix it to a hawk and let her loose." This method is clearly " magical ", but the pregnancy diagnostic tests are also classed as magical by authors like Thorndike (1923) and Dawson (1929) . Any manipulation which is supposed to call in the help of supernatural forces is obviously magical. But if the examination of the properties of pregnancy urine, or milk, &c., was intended to reveal commonplace reactions, then it may be reasonably suggested that the tests were remarkable medical diagnostic refinements.
It will presently be seen that several of these Egyptian pregnancy tests reappear inlHippocratic and pseudo-Hippocratic medical practice.
WRITINGS OF THE COAN SCHOOL
The authorship of the Corpus Hippvocraticum is a matter for academical debate, but the Aphorisms are accepted as genuine, or at least of approximately Hippocratic date, though confusing variations occur in different MSS. Aphorism XLI is as follows:-If you wish to know -whether a woman is with child, give her hydromel to drink 'without stipper' when she is going to sleep. If she has colic in the stomach she is with child, otherwise she is not.
(Translated by W. H. S. Jones.) Though not exactly in the same class as the previous tests, Aphorism XLVIII reveals the origin of numerous fallacious signs described in the Middle Ages and later:
The male embryo is usually on the right, the female on the left. The saving word " usually " does not appear in all texts; it may have been added as an afterthought.
Another test is Aph. LIX. If a woman does not conceive and you wish to know if she will concei-xe, cover her round with wraps and burn perfumes underneath. If the smell seems to pass through the body to the mouth and nostrils, be assured that the woman is not barren throtugh her own physical fauilt.
It is generally accepted that the Aphorisms represent notes relative to actual experience, but this test is a modification of an Egyptian one; for it is founded on the same principle: the transference of odour from the genital region to the mouth and nostrils. A modification will be found in the Talmud, Yebamoth 60 b and Kethuboth 10 b.
Further in the Hippocratic collection there is a section entitled: ITNAI K ElfN IHPI2ToN KAJ AET'EPON with an addition: H1£PI A4OPfIN = About the barren (women) .l In this the various pregnancy tests already noticed in the Egyptian papyri occur again, either in identical terms or only slightly altered. The text differs slightly in Littre (1853) Vol. VIII, p. 414, and Kuhn (1827), Tom. III, rvva-Ka iiv 9E'X)) qyvpwvat E KCVEt, (otfKv',qvrot-rat ) /3oV'Tvpov Kal yaXa yvvailck KCOVpOTpOcOV &uSovat 7rIVEtV, (VOrTEt) Kat n7V E'peV`/Trat, KVI7O0E& et 6 Ft, OV.
The following exploratory means (in modern language: diagnostic methods) are recommended to find out whether a woman has conceived: " Give her to drink in the morning, before food, the milk of the mother of a son together with boutiron [this seems to be a gherkin or gourd]; if the woman belches, she will conceive; if not, she will not ".
Another: " Apply as a pessary a little ' netopon ' rolled up in wool; then next morning early find out whether she breathes out the smell of the pessary; if she does, she will conceive; if not, she will not. " Do you wish to know whether a woman will conceive? Give her aniseed finely pounded in water, before going to sleep; if she notices irritation in the region of the navel she will conceive; otherwise not." Another test in the same work seems new.
Take the milk of the woman knead it with flour into a small cake, cook it on a slow fire; if it hardens she may expect a son; if the cake cracks open, a daughter. Place the same milk on a leaf and expose to the fire ; if it clots, it will be a boy, if it melts, it will be a girl. (Littre, T. VIII, p. 417.)
Here the purpose has been altered, the test itself is different and can be assumed to be fallacious. EGYPTIAN AND HELLENIC MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE All these tests are relevant to the repeatedly debated question, whether or not the Hippocratic corpus " is a compilation of previous and notably Egyptian knowledge.
It may be briefly said that this section about the diseases of women, though it appears to quote the Aphorisms in some points, yet differs in relation to suffumigations and other therapeutic matters and seems to be Cnidian in outlook. For these and other reasons, though admitted to be contemporary with the School of Hippocrates, yet it is thought that the author was a disciple of Hippocrates. True, it can only be surmised that Egyptian medical practice reached Hellas through Sicilian Greek Colonies; but whatever the path here we can see examples of identity in diagnostic matters. Those who believe that Egyptian knowledge influenced Greek medicine, point to several other resemblances noticeable between Egyptian and Greek writings; while those who oppose this view object that when dealing with the same diseases, or surgical injuries, it would be difficult to describe them differently. Here, however, we have something quite apart; it is the remarkable identity in the description of methods of diagnosing pregnancy which cannot be fortuitous. It is true that the Egyptian formulas may be interpolations in Hippocratic writings; but since at least a millennium passed between the two, the survival demands attention.
Galen accepted these various pregnancy tests from the Hippocratic writings and in view of his lasting influence throughout the Middle Ages it is not astonishing to find them cropping up in later medical writings.2 That a distinction between magic and medicine is not always possible on the lines traced, is evident from the following quotation. Pliny reported the instance of
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Livia, wife of Nero, who, wishing to foretell the sex of the child she was carrying, took an egg, placed it in her bosom and hatched it there. The chick proved to be a cockerel. Corresponding to the omen, Tiberius was born (42 B.C.). This is an example of sympathetic magic, though from what we know of the temperature required for artificial incubation, it is doubtful whether the anecdote had foundation in fact.
The test deserves to be mentioned, because it involves the use of an animal the others mostly resorting to the germination of seeds.
THE MIDDLE AGES: FROM MOSCIUS TO DECEMBRIO In the ten or twelve centuries between Galen and his contemporaries and followers Celsus, Soranus, Oribasius, and the great Renaissance figures, Fernelius, Fracastoro, Pare, Vesalius, it can be said that Hippocratic medical diagnosis was stultified by horoscopes and uroscopy, while attention was concentrated on treatment and fallacious cures by phlebotomy, emetics and a most extensive pharmaeopceia. In Scandinavian and Germanic countries medicine as an Art based on Science hardly existed. Charms and home remedies were accepted alike by leeches and patients during seven or more centuries, from the fifth to the twelfth century.
A work attributed to Moscius (in Greek, Moskion) was composed probably in the fourth or fifth century of our era, as a compilation from Soranus (second century). Its text is included in the collection by-Israel Spach, Gynaeciorvm sive de Mvliermn, Strasbourg, 1595. One section, Harmonia gynaeciorum . . . ex Prisciano, Cleopatra, Mfoschione, libro matricis, & Theodoro Prisciano collecto, runs as follows:-6. " Vt co-)noscas si stia an y-iri culpa sit si non concipiat. Priscianus Vasa fictilia duo in agri via, intus hordeo posito, ibi facies eos v'rinare, & pones in loco frigido per dies septem, & ctius hordeum non germinaverit, eius culpa est." This is a, simple comparative germination test to decide Nhether the fault of sterilitv is to be fouind in the man or woman.3 Most renowned among the legendary " Ladies of Salerno" was Trocta or Trotula, to whom a small gynacological treatise was attributed, which was mentioned in the Prologue to the Tale of the Wife of Bath. In Great Britain there are four copies of this MS. in Cambridge, fourteen in Oxford and eight at least in the British Museum. This nuimber confirms that the work was popular. Different copies vary in verbal matters and contents, so that for our purpose it will suffice to examine the printed versionis, of which ten appeared between 1544 and 1778, and which are congruent. The first printing was contained in " Experimentarius, &c." (Strasbourg, 1544) The Trotula script was also printed in the Empirica (Leyden, 1558) of Benedict Victor and in several other collections.
At the end of the thirteenth century Michael Scot was court astrologer of Frederic II of Hohenstaufen and therefore would have some acquaintance with Salerno. In his Secreta Naturae (printed at Amsterdam, 1669), he suggested a " Chiromantic experiment " to recognize the sex of an unborn child; one should ask the woman to hold out her hand; if it was the right, a boy was to be expected; if the left, a girl. This test or a similar one, in relation to the right or left foot, breast, eye, or pulse, will be found in several writings in the following centuries; they seem based on Aristotle's opinion (which Hippocrates and Galen accepted) that the right side was connected with the male sex and the left with the female sex. Avicenna explained that the sperm reaching the left cavity of the uterus would generate a female, the right a male.
Bartholomew of Glanville De proprietatibus rerum, Lib. V, Cap. XLIX (printed edition in the University Library, Cambridge), quoted from the " Anathomia " that the matrix had seven cells, three on the right for males, three on the left for females, one in centre for hermaphrodites.
Among the outstanding personalities of the revival of learning in the thirteenth century in Western Europe was the universal scholar, Albertus Magnus . Among the many works attributed to him was a small treatise entitled Secreta mulierum or De secretis mulierum. This was printed at Cologne and Venice in 1478 and very many times after, with various modifications and additions. Its authorship has been contested, apparently because the contents seemed improper to squeamish later minds.4 The content of these books is a strange mixture of astrology, disquisitions about the problems of generation and obstetrical observations coloured by a monkish bias about the duplicity of women. Some of the knowledge is said to have been obtained in the confessional. On f. 157 recto of the 1478 Venice edition there is a passage beginning: Hic ponit aliud experimentii de signis ceptois. This consists in giving the woman a drink of mellicrat made by mixing a tablespoonful of honey with three of water, to be taken before going to bed or shortly after. If pain became noticeable in the region of the navel, conception had taken place. It is added that since women are cunning (astutae) no mention should be made of the purpose of the drink except that it would do good; and that next morning it should be asked whether the pain was in the head or elsewhere. The obvious purpose of all this finessing was to avoid what we now should call "auto-suggestion ".5 The Augsburg 1497 edition contains in addition a test to determine whether man or woman are at fault in the lack of conception; the test is on f. iii. as follows:
Accipiatur due olle et in vtraq. vrina mittatur viri in / vnam et mulieris in aliam et ponatur in vtraq. fur-fur tritici. Et talis experimentatur diligenter obstru-at ollas per novem dies ve parum amplius et si con-tingit ex vitio viri defectus tunc invenit quosdam ver-mes in olla viri. 4 Thus the Strassburg 1601 edition at Caius College, Cambridge, is noticeable through the gloss in pen and ink on the title page: Simulata sanctitas, Duplex Iniquitas, Nathan Ringrose, Nov. 20, 1613. On the cover of it there is the misogynous note: Foemina nunquam bona. The Library of the Royal Society of Medicine contains two early printed copies; neither is dated, but can be recognized as having been published by Adam Rottweil at Venice in 1478 and the other by Johann Schoneperger at Augsburg in 1497.
5The Secreta mulierum is sometimes attributed to Albert's disciple, Heinrich of Prussia; there is no conclusive evidence for either. The content varies considerably in different printed editions, so that it would be worth while to ascertain the original text. Fischer (1924) admits that it was understandable that a translator of Aristotle should write on gynecology.
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The meaning of further lines of the text is obscure, but here, by adding bran to the urine of man and woman in separate pots, and keeping them closed during nine or more days, it was intended to prove whether the urine possessed preservative, i.e. generative faculties. It may be considered idle to speculate on these few words, but they reflect the trend of thought of Albertus or his disciples in relation to the mysteries of generation. In brief, it was thought that conception in man and woman took place as the result of preservative faculties, while the generation of worms, maggots, lice, &c., was due to putrefaction. The same problem occupied Harvey's mind, who mused upon the observation that an unfertile egg would soon rot inside, while a fertile egg would keep sweet till hatching out time. Though we do know more about the subject, and have ascertained that putrefaction follows the multiplication of bacteria, is caused by enzymes, and that the formation of tissue within the egg is presumably accompanied by the production of anti-bacterial substances, vet we are still unable to present a completely satisfying solution of the problem.6
It is noticeable that the tests have been altered several times; not only were they recommended to ascertain pregnancy or foresee an easy confinement, but also to recognize the sex of the unborn, or decide the fertility of man or woman; though the tests themselves are similar, their purpose is altered.
In the Augsburg 1497 edition the intention is to decide whether infertility was due to the man or woman and the train of thought which tries to find out whether the urine will give rise to so-called primordial or spontaneous generation is quite evident. It will be noticed further on in this paper that this indication is reversed. This can be freely translated as follows:
Another test is to take a drop of blood or milk from the right side of the woman and drop it into a pure and clear spring. If it sinks it will be a boy, if it floats a girl. This is simply a modification of the Hippocratic milk test and must be unreliable. THE BYRTH OF MANKYNDE " AND " SEC&ET OF SECRETS"
The first book printed in German on obstetrics was by Eucharius Rosslin (d. 1526 ). The first edition was presented to the Royal Society of Medicine: Der Swangern frawen und hebamme roszgarte (Coln, 1512) . This was translated by Thomas Raynalde with the title The Byrth of Mankynde, newly translated out of Laten into Englyssche (London, 1540 and frequently till 1654). This edition has been described by Sir D'Arcy Power in The Birth of Mankind or The Woman's Book (London, 1927) .
The copy dated 1540 in pen and ink in the Royal Society of Medicine is a later edition. in all probability ca. 1565. There is the following passage in the edition of 1545 (B.M.): " If ye be desirous to know whether the man or the woman be hynderance in conception; let eche of them take of wheate and barley cornes, and of beans of ech VII the which they shall suifre to be styped in theyr severall urine the space of XXIIII houres: then take ii pottes such as they set gylyflowers in; fyl the pottes wyth good erth; & in one let be set the wheat, barley and beans styped in the mans water, and in the other the wheat, barley and beanes styped in the 6 In preparing this essay, I have often been in doubt whether orthodox physicians accepted or practised these " magical " pregnancy tests. The 1538 Antwerp edition (U.L.C.) of " Libellus de Formatione hominis in vtero Materno, vel vt notiori Titulo, Secreta Mulierum ", &c., belonged to Thomas Lorkin, Regius of Physick, Cambridge 1564 to 1591 and is underlined in parts with notes, possibly in his handwriting. In this particular edition the test for the determination of sex is made by milk floating or sinking in water or urine. 67 1533 womans water: and exerye morninge the space of VII or 8 dayes, let echt of them with theyr proper urine water the sayd sede sown in the foresaid pottes & mark those pottes doth prove and the seeds therein contained doth growe and that partye is not the lack of conception, and see that there came no other water or rayne on the pottes, but trust not mush this farset experiment, Any information such a test could give would be in relation to the presence of oestrin in the urine, which is only indirectly connected with fertility.
Jacob Rueff of Zurich in De Conceptv Et Generatione Hominis Et lis Qvae Circa (Zurich, 1553), described these tests:
Certius erit experimentum, urinam mulieris triduo in uitro conclusam obstrueris, quo tempore exacto per sindonem puram destilletur & si concepit, minuta animalcula pediculorum instar comparebunt, haec si rubra sint, masculum, si alba faemulam concepta essere dicunt. Pro certo & hoc quidam asserunt. Si urina mulieris pelui aenea contentae nocte una acus tersa imponatur, crastino, si mulier conceperit, ea acus rubeis erit variegata maculis; si non, nigra erit, aeruginosa.
The first is a modification of the test advised in De secretis mulierum; in the second the needle rusting red (Fe203) or black (FeS) seems a new reaction. By this time medical men were beginning to take an intelligent interest in obstetrics and gynaecology, though another edition in the R.S.M. of De secretis mulierum is dated Antwerp MDXXVIII (widow of Martin Caesar) yet works by living medical authors e.g. Spach (1595), Guinter Andernach Pare, were becoming available. These more modern works concentrated on remedying different conditions by means of prescriptions. I find no mention of pregnancy tests among them, though Pare (1509-1590) mentions [Malgaignes edition] the ancient fallacy of the left breast being larger when a boy had been conceived. A fuller mention of these various tests is, however, to be found in: "Petri Bayri Tavrinensis De Medendis Humani corporis malis Enchiridion quod vulgo Veni mecum vocant." I have seen the edition of Lugduni, 1561, and Basel, 1578, p. 432, where we read: Accipe dua vasa fictilia signata, vt vnum ob altero cognosci possit, pone in vtroque hordeiu, & mingat vir in vno, & mulier in altero, & dimittantur in loco frigido per duodecim dies: illius est culpa, eius hordeul non germinaverit.
THE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF PREGNANCY
At this stage a dissenting voice can be recorded; it is that of Scipione Mercurio (1550-98), author of La Corrtmare o Raccoglitrice Dell' Eccellentissimo Signore Scipion Mercvrio Filosofo, Medico, e Cittadino Romano, which appeared in many editions from 1595 onwards:
"Quanto poi a quel segno, che alcuni pensano che si vede nella vrine e tanto falso e bugiardo, che piu presto conviene a Ciarlatani, che 'a Medici e perche piui ha che fare la Luna c5 Gambari, che l'vrina 'a mostrar le donne gravide." Freely translated: "Then as to the sign that some think they can see in urine, it is so false and lying, that it is more suited to charlatans than physicians, because the moon is more connected with crayfish than urine with pregnancy."
In the seventeenth century uroscopy began to be discredited and clinical observation obtained again its proper place; this can be gathered from the words of Scipione Mercurio; consequently, these sex and pregnancy tests were no longer accepted by the leaders of medicine in different countries. As an example it is worth mentioning FranSois Mauriceau (1637-1709), author of the frequently printed Les Maladies des Femmes Grosses et Accouche'es (Paris, 1668) , who referred to various tests in Hippocrates, e.g. Aphor. 59, book V, but obviously placed little faith in them; p. 47. On p. 64 he quotes Aphorism 41 about a sweet honey drink and the colicky pains it would cause; a test mentioned in Albertus Magnus. On p. 91 Mauriceau rightly refers to the circulation of the blood as an argument against the right testicle producing a different sex to the left; for he had known an Italian in Rome, who having only a left testicle, on marrying became the father of both a boy and a girl; and, Mauriceau added, with Gallic archness: sans tous ceux qu'il peut avoir eus depuis ce tem,ps-la, auquel il n'avoit aucun soupyon, que sa fernme eut este aidee en sa besogne par quelqu'autre.
Here a remarkable literary curiosity can be mentioned that is Die Heilsarme Dreckapotheke (Frankfurt am Mayn, 1696), by Kristian Franz Paullini (1643 -1712 . This is usually mentioned with disgust and disapproval; but mostly only from hearsay for there appears to be only one copy of the first edition in this country, that in the British Museum. In my opinion, Paullini wrote it, partially, as a " jeu d'esprit"; in the preface the virtues of dung as a fertilizer were extolled. In the text, the author collected from all available literature the instances in which urine, foecal Spitalfields next door to the Red Lion. In Culpeper's/Last Legacy: Rare Secrets In/ Physick/And/Chirurgery, Never/Before exposed to Publick View,/&c Sixth Impression, (London, 1684) , the test is as follows: 53. To know if a Woman be with Child. If a woman desired to know whether she be with child or not, let her make water in a cleani Copper or Brazen Vessel at night when she goes to bed and put a Nettle into it, if the Nettle have red spots in it next morning, she is with child, else not.
It is noticeable that the " acus " in Latin, " needle ", has become "nettle " in the translation from the German, owing to confusion between " Nadel " and " Nessel ".
The Secrets of Secrets of Aristotle, which exists in a fifteenth century MS., has been translated into several languages and reprinted several hundred times, apparently even as recently as 1930. An edition entitled Aristotle's/Compleat/Master Piece; in p. 25 Sect. 2 § 10. " Some also make this tryal of conception: they stop the woman's urine in a glass or vial for three days, and then strain it through a fine linen cloth, and if they find small living creatures in it, they conclude that the woman has certainly conceived.
§ 11. There also is another easy trial: let the woman that supposes she has conceived, take a green nettle, and put it into her urine, cover it close, and let it remain therein a whole night, if the woman be with child, it will be full of red spots on the morrow ; but if she be not with child, it will be blackish. p. 26. § 8. If she would know if she hath conceived of a son, or a daughter, let her milk a drop of her milk into a basin of fair water; if it spreads and swims at top it certainly is a boy; but if it sinks to the bottom as it drops in round in a drop, it is a girl. This last is an infallible rule.
In Aristotle's Last Legacy, &c. (London, 1776) , the urine pregnancy test is described in these words: ",Keep the Urine of the Woman close in a Glass three Days, and then strain it through a fine linen cloth; if you find small living Creatures in it, she is most assuredly conceived with Child;
for the Urine which was before Part of her own Substance, will be generated as well as its Mistress."
This gives a most valuable insight into the train of thought that may have guided the Ancient Egyptians to make the germination test with urine, but the indication obtained is the direct contrary of that expected in the 1497 Augsburg edition of Albertus.
UROSCOPY AND UROMANTICS It is noticeable that beginning with the fourteenth century these pregnancy tests were mostly recommended in quasi-medical works, rather than by the medical classics: these preferably taught uroscopy, that is diagnosis and prognosis by the inspection of the urine, without the aid of tests or even the examination of the patient. Uroscopy is linked with the name of Theophilos Protospatharios-sixth century, and a treatise by Johannes Actuarius (thirteenth century). The delusive art was actively practised from then to the seventeenth century, of which numerous records in art and literature are available. The diagnosis of pregnancy by uroscopy has been a subject with several Dutch artists. Uroscopy ceased to be practised by regular physicians as the sole basis of diagnosis about the end of the eighteenth century. John Coakley Lettsom (1744 Lettsom ( -1815 severely criticized a certain " Dr. Myersbach " for claiming to diagnose disease from the inspection of the urine alone. Lettsom (1776) mentioned that the urine of cows, geldings, mixed urines of healthy people, mixtures of elder water, brandy, port wine, &c., had been sent to Myersbach and he had been unable to detect the deception. CONCLUTSION Though within the limits of this paper it has not been possible to trace the continuity between ancient Egyptian pregnancy tests and their contemporary equivalents -which developed quite independently of such knowledge-yet it has been shown by random samples that, though modified in scope and manner, they present sufficient similarity to suggest that they were connected, so that the ancient Egyptian, Greek and mediaval tests must have been copied from each other.
There have been numerous other arresting glimpses of hidden truth in folk-lore, but none, it seems to me, so accurate as this ; for the germination of seeds has actually been hastened by substances extracted from the urine of pregnant women and mares by means of all the resources of contemporary chemistry.
Several instances could be quoted from early times where suggestions have been made whose usefulness has been much later ascertained by experiments on animals and clinical observation: e.g. the use of curare as a neurotoxic extract, or the roots of Derris ellyptica as an insecticide; both originally employed by savage tribes long before their properties were ascertained by suitable laboratory tests. The employ of sulphur against scabies, the medicinal properties of castor oil, are simple matters known from ancient Assyrian times. More modern examples are mercury as a specific in syphilis, quinine for malaria, digitalis for heart disease, ipecacuanha in dysentery; the effectiveness of these drugs was empirically discovered and then clinically confirmed by physicians. Harvey's dictum Ex ovo omnia could also be mentioned, but about this a youthful critic is alleged to have said that Harvey did not know what ovum was and did not mean omnia; or that Galen said that the blood of women was thinner than that of men: erythrocyte counts and serum gravity measurements have proved it so.
The original Egyptian test is something quite different; it is the clear statement of an important biological functional reaction set forth in concise terms, which cannot be misunderstood. Therefore it is admissible to suggest that the germination test seems to be one of the most striking examples of intelligent anticipation that can be found in the history of biology and medicine.
SUMMARY
The nature and properties of the sexual hormones secreted in the urine during pregnancy and lactation have been recognized and ascertained within the last twelve years. Pregnancy tests based on the action of cestrin are now firmly established. The influence of oestrogens on the germination of seeds and root formation of plants has been determined.
Existing translations of Egyptian papyri reveal directions for the performance of several pregnancy tests, some of which seem superstitious, others were based on the appearance of clinical signs and symptoms and a few could be described in contemporary language as: Hormonal germination tests made with pregnancy urine.
In the Hippocratic writings similar pregnancy, fertility, sex-prognostication tests were described; their survival duiring a millennium may be taken to support the view that there was some connexion between Egyptian and Greek medicine. From the Greek the tests can be traced in various mediaoval authors, thoughmodified in substance and method. They were naturally subject to mistaken interpretations and their reliability (if any) was not improved. They began to be distrusted at the end of the sixteenth century. Nevertheless, their practice was recommended in recent popular publications.
The original Egyptian pregnancy test by germination and its modifications, however seemingly absurd in theory and certainly erroneous in practice, represent the first diagnostic tests recorded; their employ throughout the Middle Ages, and later, corresponds to a persistent effort to apply biological experimentation to the needs of medicine. In modern times the improvement of these technical biological methods has proved eminently useful for ascertaining numerous reactions in health and disease and for the deeper explanation of clinical symptoms by pathology. The Egyptian test is moreover a most remarkable example of instinctive anticipation, which confirms that in the development of medicine, intuition precedes practice, is followed by understanding, which then culminates in reasoned and demonstrable knowledge.
May I be allowed to acknowledge the unfailing courtesy of the Editorial and Library Staff of the Royal Society of Medicine, whose lively interest in the preparation of the script converted a laborious task into a pleasant occupation. I obtained valuable help from the MSS. Department Staff of the British Museum, the Bodleian, Oxford, and the University Library, Cambridge. Dr. Charles Singer, as usual, proved a guide, a philosopher, a friend.
NOTE.-Having had in some instances to refer to rare books, I have mentioned where they are to be found, thus: U.L.C., University Library, Cambridge; B.M., British Museum, etc. The outbreak of war has prevented me from controlling the literal accuracy of most Latin quotations. I have noticed some mistakes which may not (or perhaps do) occur in the original texts.
